Office of Superintendent of Schools  
Board Meeting of February 12, 2003

Financial Affairs  
Richard H. Hinds, Chief Financial Officer

SUBJECT: AWARD BID NO. 042-CC07 – PETROLEUM PRODUCTS - OILS LUBES, GREASES AND DERIVATIVES (REBID)

COMMITTEE: FINANCIAL AFFAIRS

The purpose of this bid, opened on December 3, 2002, is to establish a contract, to purchase, at firm unit prices, quantities, as may be required, of petroleum products, oils, lubes, greases and derivatives, for the Department of Transportation, Vehicle Maintenance. This is a term bid which states that the Board may purchase quantities, as may be required, at the unit price bid, but is not obligated to purchase any guaranteed amount. Of 67 vendors sent bid forms or card notices of this advertised bid, 7 responded, with 7 bids meeting specifications (includes 6 bids meeting individual item specifications, but not all item specifications).

No bids meeting specifications were received for item 10 - Antifreeze, long life premixed. The recommendation reflects that this item be rejected. Competitive prices will be solicited for this item, as the need arises, pursuant to Board Rule 6Gx13- 3C-1.111 -- Bidding Process -- Competitive Bidding Requirements, which describes the procedures and guidelines to be used for bidding based on the estimated dollar expenditure.

Fund Source  
0100-General

RECOMMENDED: That The School Board of Miami-Dade County, Florida, AWARD Bid No. 042-CC07 – PETROLEUM PRODUCTS - OILS LUBES, GREASES AND DERIVATIVES (REBID), to purchase, at firm unit prices, quantities, as may be required, of petroleum products, oils, lubes, greases and derivatives, for the Department of Transportation, Vehicle Maintenance, during the term of the bid, effective February 12, 2003, through February 11, 2004, as follows:

REVISED  
G-78
1. BV OIL COMPANY, INC.
7950 N.W. 58 STREET
MIAMI, FL 33166       ESTIMATE $50,000.60
OWNER: ALEX VARAS, PRESIDENT

PRIMARY

Low Unit Price: Items 2A, 2B, 2C, 3A, 3B, 4 and 8.
Low Unit Price Meeting Specifications: Items 6A and 6B.

Item 2A - Transmission fluid, in quarts @ $.8695 per quart.
Item 2B - Transmission fluid, in 55 gallon drum @ $2.99 per gallon.
Item 2C - Transmission fluid, in bulk @ $2.76 per gallon.
Item 3A - Hydraulic oil, in 55 gallon drum @ $2.39 per gallon.
Item 3B - Hydraulic oil, in 5 gallon pail @ $2.78 per gallon.
Item 4 - Mineral spirits, in 55 gallon drum @ $1.97 per gallon.
Item 6A - Hydraulic fluid, in 5 gallon pail @ $4.99 per gallon.
Item 6B - Hydraulic oil, in 55 gallon drum @ $.419 per gallon.
Item 8 - Engine oil 5W30, in quarts @ $.8588 per quart.

ALTERNATE

Second Low Unit Price Meeting Specifications: Items 7A and 7B.
Second Low Unit Price: Item 11.

Item 7A - Grease, in 120 lb. keg @ $1.09 per pound.
Item 7B - Grease, in 400 lb. drum @ $1.04 per pound.
Item 11 - Antifreeze, in 55 gallon drum @ $4.99 per gallon.
2. BLAYLOCK OIL COMPANY, INC.
DRAWER #310
HOMESTEAD, FL 33060-0310 ESTIMATE $20,380
OWNER: LAWRENCE H. BLAYLOCK, PRESIDENT

PRIMARY

Low Unit Price Meeting Specifications: Items 7A and 7B.
Low Unit Price: Item 11.

Item 7A - Grease, in 120 lb. keg @ $ .98 per pound.
Item 7B - Grease, in 400 lb. drum @ $.87 per pound.
Item 11 - Antifreeze, in 55 gallon drum @ $4.64 per gallon.

ALTERNATE

Second Low Unit Price Meeting Specifications: Items 6A and 6B.
Low Unit Price: Item 8.

Item 6A - Hydraulic fluid, in 5 gallon pail @ $6.03 per gallon.
Item 6B - Hydraulic fluid, in 55 gallon drums @ $4.80 per gallon.
Item 8 - Engine oil, 5W30, in quarts @ $1.04 per quart.

3. C & M OIL COMPANY, INC.
3675 N.W. 58 STREET
MIAMI, FL 33142 ESTIMATE $138,500
OWNER: LUIS FERNANDEZ, PRESIDENT

PRIMARY

Low Unit Price Meeting Specifications: Items 1B, 1C and 9.

Item 1B - Oil 15W40, in 55 gallon drum @ $3.18 per gallon.
Item 1C - Oil 15W40, in bulk @ $2.81 per gallon.
Item 9 - Antifreeze, in 55 gallon drum @ $3.83 per gallon.
ALTERNATE

Second Low Unit Price: Item 2B.
Second Low Unit Price Meeting Specifications: Items 3A, 3B, 5A and 5B.

Item 2B - Automatic, transmission fluid, in 55 gallon drum @ $3.22 per gallon.
Item 3A - Hydraulic oil, in 55 gallon drum @ $2.49 per gallon.
Item 3B - Hydraulic oil, in 5 gallon pail @ $2.98 per gallon.
Item 5A - Lube/gear oil, 85W140, in 400 lb. drum @ $.56 per pound.
Item 5B - Lube/gear oil, 85W140, in 120 lb. drum @ $.64 per pound.

4. DEALERS SOUTHERN LUBRICANTS, INC.
2040 N.W. 40TH COURT
POMPANO BEACH, FL 33064
OWNER: PAUL J. SADOWSKI, C.E.O.

5. ESTIMATE $768

PRIMARY

Low Unit Price Meeting Specifications: Item 1A - Oil 15W40 in quarts @ $.96 per quart.

ALTERNATE

Second Low Unit Price Meeting Specifications: Items 1B, 1C and 9.

Item 1B - Oil, 15W40, in 55 gallon drum @ $3.52 per gallon.
Item 1C - Oil, 15W40, in bulk @ $3.03 per gallon.
Item 9 - Antifreeze, in 55 gallon drum @ $4.26 per gallon.
5. FUCHS LUBRICANTS COMPANY  
250 S.W. 14 AVENUE  
POMPANO BEACH, FL 33069  
ESTIMATE $17,280  
OWNER: L. FRANK KEINMAN, C.E.O.  

PRIMARY  

Low Unit Price Meeting Specifications: Items 5A and 5B.  

Item 5A - Lube/gear oil, 85W140, in 400 lb. drum @ $.45 per pound.  
Item 5B - Lube/gear oil, 85W140, in 120 lb. drum @ $.54 per gallon.  

ALTERNATE  

Second Low Unit Price Meeting Specifications:  
Item 4 - Mineral Spirits, in 55 gallon drum @ $2.07 per gallon.  

6. MACMILLAN OIL COMPANY OF FLORIDA, INC.  
2955 EAST 11 AVENUE  
HIALEAH, FL 33013  
OWNER: AMANCIO ALONSO, PRESIDENT  

ALTERNATE  

Second Low Unit Price: Items 2A and 2C.  

Item 2A - Transmission fluid, in quarts @ $.95 per quart.  
Item 2B - Transmission fluid, in bulk @ $2.79 per gallon.  


8. Authorize Procurement and Materials Management to purchase up to the total estimated amount of $226,928.60.  

RHH/lja